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Overview of Tasks for today

Srol

Subject Activity Resources

Maths Arithmetic questions

See email for attachment.

Arithmetic paper

PPT for reference

English Focus: To identify examples of characterisation ‘shown and not told’
1.Analyse the text
2.Underline the characterisations of the narrator and unidentified figure
3.Record the examples of characterisation in your home-schooling book

Home learning book

PPT for reference

Guided 
Reading

Read Chapter 4 of ‘Treasure's Island’ on Purple Mash (set as a 2 do)

Complete Quiz (set as a 2 do)

Purple Mash

DT Focus: To design a mini greenhouse

Design, draw a diagram and label your mini greenhouse.

PPT for reference

Home learning book

Scroll down for additional resources to support your activities and learning



Maths 
Arithmetic 



Arithmetic Paper

Self assessment will 
take place during the 
afternoon zoom session 
whereby where you will 
mark your own 
answers. 

Please then send your 
score into your teacher. 



English
To identify examples of characterisation ‘shown and 

not told’



Examples of ‘shown and not told’ - Characterisation



Authors use powerful adjectives and verbs to 
show the reader how a character is feeling

• Mr Pearson marched into the classroom with a stormy look on his 
face. He clenched his fists tightly and shouted, “You won’t believe 
what just happened!”

• Miss Abrams skipped into the classroom, beaming from ear to ear. 
She waved her arms wildly in the air whilst she danced on the spot 
singing, “You won’t believe what just happened!”



• Task 1 – Read the example text 
‘Cliffhanger Narrative’. Highlight 
where the writer has ‘shown and 
not told’ the reader information 
about the narrator. This is called 
characterisation.

• e.g. ‘ ‘a clammy hand’ –the 
narrator appears nervous.



Task 2 – In a different colour 
highlight where the writer has 
‘shown and not told’ the reader 
information about the unidentified 
figure.

Record your findings in your home-
schooling book.



Guided reading
Read Chapter 5 on Purple Mash and 

answer the questions 



DT
To design a greenhouse




